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Intro
SUNCore Platform. In modern times/world Internet data has become one of most
valuable things that exist. Data fuels advertising industry today, but it is even more
important for the future of AI. Today, data ownership, privacy for end users, ethics of
using someones data are not solved problems. The intention of Sun Ecosystem is to
solve modern problems with data - ownership and access to data and do so
according to our philosophy.
The main component of the ecosystem is SunCore. SunCore is hybrid product
between a blockchain and a modern database. When we wanted to solve problems
we are talking about, we decided to use technologies that are available today.
Instead of developing technology from scratch, we used what is there today.
SunCore uses a standard database and a storage to store data (think block disk
devices and ElasticSearch), but each and every access to the data is recorded
through the blockchain. This allows us to have scalable solution for storing large
amount of data (think multi TB), but still having accountability of blockchain.

Main advantages of such approach:
Scalability - We can easily scale our solution on TB level
Accountability - Each and every access to data is recorded in the blockchain,
immutable ledger
Security - The data is secured on all possible levels (physical security, OS security,
SELinux, non-tampering logs…). Every access to the data is recorded and it is
impossible to manipulate data without it being noticed
Encryption - When needed, all data can be fully encrypted and invisible to platform
administrators, with the owner of data being only one with the key.

Monetisation - SunCore platform support crypto currencies for data monetisation.
We created our own SUN Token, but any other crypto-currency can be used if
needed.

There are multiple possible users of such system:
• Medical institutions for patients medical records
• Pharmaceutical institutions for research purposes
• Financial organizations for financial records
• WakeUp.zone - another product that we created is social network.

Our philosophy
Ownership
User is the data owner. Your data, your choice. Your data, your control.

Privacy
User decides what is private and what is public.
Compensation
User should be compensated for any usage of his/her data. Trust - Blockchain
and smart contract will secure data handling and monetization.
Trust
The one thing that takes time to gain is - trust. Yet, we want you to also know that
you can trust us from the first sunrise of our project.
The blockchain, decentralized public ledger, is used in our system to record every
single access to the data, and to be available for inspection by anybody at any time.
Simple, yet effective. Minimum viable decentralisation

Problem
Of course, there is always a problem - we gain your trust, but how are we going to
store large quantities of users’ data, such as video and images in the blockchain?
Presently, it can’t be done, but every problem, for us, has a solution.

Solution
As there is not yet available reliable technology to store massive amount of data in
the the blockchain, we decided to build a system as a hybrid between the blockchain
technology and the traditional very fast ElasticSearch database with non-tampering
log extensions.
To make sure that there is no tampering with the database on OS level, SELinux
will be utilized with audit log turned on.
Compensation of the data usage will be automatically regulated by smart contracts.
SUN Core, developed by us, will be the only point of contact with our system that
will expose API for user management and data storage, to ensure maximum
security.

So here it is: The Blockchain solution for the data ownership and privacy.
The best of both worlds - traditional and blockchain

Final world before you has begun. We have built SUN Token Ecosystem to really
change the world. But, we can only do it together – with you – so we hope you’ll get
in touch via our website, email, Social Media and stay in touch.
Let the new SUN shine.

System overview

Sun Core is the platform main component. It stores all the data and through the
blockchain keeps the track of all the access to them. The flexibility to keep large
amounts of data and, at the same time, to keep the track of when and how data is
accessed, is the main strength of Sun Core architecture.
Apart from the SunCore platform, we created a social network extension. This
extension is optional and it is not an integral part of the SunCore platform. We
created it to handle social network functionality of WakeUp.zone, including
advertisement management, and can be used for new social networks applications,
if needed.

About the token
This section describes into details the platform of our choice for the token, how it will
be created, distributed, as well as the reasons for using our own blockchain.
• Token (SUN) is created on the Stellar platform
• We have created several accounts on Stellar platform:
• Issuer account that issued SUN token.The number of tokens will be limited to
9,192,631,770 and the account locked.
• Our users will create their own account on Stellar network, that will be used for
paying out Sun tokens.

1. We will create a custom side chain based on Bitshares blockchain
2. SunCore is our product that will expose API. API is only point of integration
between the rest of the world and our core system.
3. ElasticSearch will act as a document store, indexing the engine and the
search engine
4. For large objects we will use local filesystem and/or cloud object store
5. We will create extension atop of SunCore that will enable working of WakeUp zone,
a fully encrypted social network that respects privacy of its users.

Why a dedicated blockchain
SUN Token system is using its own dedicated blockchain. Existing public chains can
be expensive and slow. Also, for some regulated industries they might not be suited
for use. So we have made a decision to use our own private chain.
Moreover this platform is serving powerful feature set that are recorded within the
blockchain. Therefore, customization, improvements and optimising on the
blockchain are very important, and customized blockchain development is chosen to
avoid any limits to existing general purpose blockchains.

Bitshares source code is used as the basic platform.

Delegated proof of stake
The concept of delegated proof of stake will allow every user in the system to vote
and influence the blockchain network. Additionally, the cost approval work is smaller
which will make this blockchain more efficient.
In the first phases of the project the users will not use the voting system. There will
be a master node (one or more), and several witness nodes. The users can set up
their own witness to verify all data and operation on The blockchain.
In next phase of development, as the system grows up and user base is extending,
the user will be able to influence the network and participate in the blockchain
operations.
With this approach decentralization is guaranteed and the cost of serving is low.
Major concept will be used from Bitshares implementation like transfers, custom
currency (called asset) and other blockchain features.

Use cases / flows
Let’s now take a look at the way we envisage the system that will be used and what
the expected user flow will be, one step at the time.

1. User registration. From SunCore perspective, the user is either a person
that uses the system or another process that consumes its API. In both cases
user needs to be registered to use API or the system.
•

User will choose a username, create a public / private key pair and
register itself via Registrar service

•

Registrar will check username for uniqueness, it will check user’s
phone number and only then will he create an account on the side
chain

•

Registrar will create an initial set of user data on Elasticsearch for this
user (i.e. username with account id)

2. User inserts a first set of data (i.e. user completes the first questionnaire)
•

User announces that it is going to insert its data set and supplies a
SHA256 sum of its data set (data set is nothing more than a JSON
object)

•

If the user has already completed this operation, the side chain refuses it

•

Side chain will create an object for this user and return an object id.
This object contains a boolean flag which tells us whether the user has
completed the insertion of data

•

DataWitness service from SunCore listens for notifications that these
kind of objects have been created

•

User’s data sends its data set to the DataWitness service.

•

DataWitness will save all data to its location. Depending on data type, it
can go to ElasticSearch or object store.

•

DataWitness will mark the user’s object as ‘Finished’ if the data set has
been accepted

•

DataWitness will issue a reward to the user at this point. We track
user’s balance on the side chain

•

User initiated operations:
• Initiation of insertion of user’s data set

•

DataWitness initiated operations:
• Insert completed
• Issue reward tokens

• Query for DataWitness
• Get a list of all pending insertions
3. User edits / deletes its data set. Any type of user data (text, binary data,
pictures, videos, etc) can be stored in SunCore.
• Similar to the b) step. When data is inserted, fundamentally 2 operations
happen. First it is data itself that is hashed and hash of transaction is
written to blockchain. Second is storing of data itself to its corresponding
storage location.
• User initiated operations:
• Initiation of editing of user’s data set
• Cancel edit
• DataWitness initiated operations:
• Update completed
• Query for DataWitness
• Get a list of pending edits / deletes
4. Search
• Search through data will be supported in later release

5. User wants to pay out SUN token, in situations when SUN token is used
with SunCore system
• Based on accounting of internal chain SUN tokens will be transferred to
users Stellar wallet on Stellar

Architecture
There are five major components: subsystems, blockchain, data storage, user
interaction and Utils (toolset). Here is the breakdown of each.

1. Subsystems
• Stellar Connector - Service that controls flow between our own side- chain
and Stellar network
2. Blockchain - Our own sidechain used as master source of truth about data.
Any manipulation with the data will be recorded in it. It ensures that any
manipulation with the data will be fully transparent to the data owners.
• Signing Node - These nodes sign all blocks and ensure all benefits that
the blockchain and decentralisation are bringing.
• Checking Node - These nodes verify all blocks and ensure
transparency. It could be run by anyone.
• UserDataWitness - This microservice connect blockchain data with user data
and ensures immutability. It is responsible for verifying user data hash and
transfer token to user account on side chain.
3. Data Storage - This subsystem ensures all data is stored and can be
queried.
• Elasticsearch - It’s document store will oﬀer flexible data structure that
represents diﬀerent user data structures and will be ready for changes in
future use. Elasticsearch will be used together with SE Linux, non- tampering
extensions and all the other available methods that will insure data is not
misused
• Large data will be stored in block or object storage, depending on the
configuration of production systems. SunCore will support both.
4. User Interaction - This subsystem will serve all data to users in a user
friendly manner

•

Static Web Server - This server will serve static content for user
applications. This component will also serve as proxy for dynamic
requests in order to prevent direct access to internal system
components

•

Administration app - This web application will be used for
administration of SunCore system and social network applications

•

Ad panel - This web application is web based app used by advertisers who
want to place their ads on WakeUp.zone (or any other social net using
SunCore with social networking extensions)

•

Block Explorer - This application will show all the details about side chain
blocks and the relation with stellar blockchain. Other token info will be
stored here.

5. Utils - This is a toolset that is required to maintain systems
•

Service Monitors - Check and alarms status of all services in the system
Blockchain Tools - Diﬀerent command line tools and scripts

FAQ – Frequently Asked Questions
1.

What blockchain to use to record all access to data ?
The Bitshares blockchain is used as a base to develop a new
blockchain that will ensure all the data access is traced. The hash of
each and every transaction with the data will be stored in the
blockchain.

2.

What data will be written in the blockchain and what data will be
written in the database ?
The blockchain will keep the track of operations that have happened
and hash of the data that are related to those operations. The
queries, logs, user questionnaires are stored on Data Store, but its
hashes are stored within the blockchain. The data itself will be stored,
depending on the configuration of runtime system, on block or object
storage.

3.

How to combine the blockchain that records access to data with
our own token for payments and smart contracts ?
Our own blockchain will keep record of SUN tokens inside our own
system. When users want to transfer them to Stellar network, it can
be done from the WakeUp.zone app.

4.

How/If to delete data from the blockchain and how to keep
records about database data deletion ?
Any data change will be executed on the blockchain, but the data
hash is only stored in the blockchain. Therefore, the deletion could be
considered as the special case of updating data. The data in Data
Store subsystem will be deleted, but the hash of deletion will be
stored in the blockchain.

5.

Which network to use for our own token, Stellar, Ether or
something else?
Stellar. It will be used to create the token and hold the special
accounts. Each transaction will have a memo field that refers to a
specific action and a user in the side chain.

6.

Based on token network, how to implement smart contracts to
ensure payments to users ?
There will be service that connect stellar and side chain. Those
services will ensure that information from side chain will be stored in
transaction and therefore sidechain functionalities will have the trace
on Stellar network

7.

Wallet - How to implement wallet?
•

Users will be able to use stellar wallet to spend token on stellar
network. This will be possible when the balances are transferred
from side chain to the Stellar chain.

•

Where should the wallet be kept? With us or should the users have
their own wallet?

•

User will keep it’s own keys at their local computer or any other safe
place.

8.

Database - What database to use (SQL vs nonSQL)?
NoSql, ElasticSearch. This database will oﬀer flexible structures,
therefore it will be able to serve different needs that could be changed in
the future. Also this database is very scalable.

9.

API
API for SunCore product is well defined and documentation available on
ours web site. In the first phase of WakeUp.zone operation API is not
available to public, it is planned for the second phase.

API calls
SunCore API Docs
http://34.242.17.52:3010/api-docs
Social Network API Docs
http://34.242.17.52:3011/api-docs

Wrap up
We don’t have the end, but a wrap up, since this is just the beginning.
Stay connected and in touch, so we can build and grow the SUN Token Ecosystem
together through our website and social media channels.
Email
contact@suntoken.io

Suntoken website
https://www.suntoken.io

WakeUp.zone website
https://www.wakeup.zone

Sun Core Tech Ltd website
https://www.suncoretech.net

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/SUN-Token-Ecosystem-1810789588969502

Twitter
https://twitter.com/suntokeneco

Telegram
https://t.me/suntokenecosystem

Medium
https://medium.com/@suntokenecosystem

Reddit
https://www.reddit.com/user/SUNTokenEcosystem

Youtube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWwwpbYqeKhQ-ygKzKfKuJQ

Also, check out our official video
https://youtu.be/SqqdHzq_Sd8

